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Abstract
The World Wide Web and Internet are the most talked about and fastest growing m e d i u m s
for information and electronic document distribution. Their growth has, and will continue to
have, a great impact on all forms of media, due to their potential to reach millions of indi-
viduals. This project demonstrates the capabilities of the World Wide Web to perform, not
only as a publishing vehicle, but as a means for communication and document distribution to
and from a digital color printing facility.
In order to show this, a Web site was built that incorporated the utilities needed for the success-
ful exchange of data, such as links to additional software applications available on the We b,
d ownloadable ICC Color Management profiles of the the digital color press, a hypertext job
estimate/information form, an uploadable FTP serve r, and directions on how to use the serv i c e
and create the appropriate files. The result is a functional Web-based printing facility that elim-
inates the restrictions associated with geographical boundaries. The test to see if this site func-
tioned pro p e r l y, was the successful implementation of the aforementioned applications and tools
to create actual documents. Those documents, when put through the developed workflow,
must exhibit the designers original intent when re p roduced on a remote digital press and when
c o m p a red to their originals re p roduced on that same press. The written portion of this thesis
documents the pro c e d u res and rational behind the methodology used.
vi
Chapter One
Introduction
The Statement of Problem
The development and growth of the World Wide Web (WWW) has brought about the need
for the graphic arts industry to develop new production workflows which are designed to
harness the technology of print-on-demand, coupled with the enhancement available through
high-speed telecommunications networks.
“The World Wide Web has established itself as a viable medium for the distri-
bution of electronic documents. So why can’t it be used as a vehicle for print-
ing those documents as well? Technology is advancing ve ry rapidly and the
time has come where printers can utilize the existing WWW networks to
enhance their digital print-on-demand serv i c e s .”1
The objective of this project is to present one possible workflow solution that incorporates the
use of a World Wide Web site, for a generic digital color printing facility; color management;
and the Acrobat PDF document format, as the vehicle for the distributing and printing of
color documents. This Web page will act as an interface where customers can electronically
download and submit digital files with the final intention of having them reproduced on a
digital color press.
Background and Significance
As new technologies develop, the graphic arts industry must develop with them. With the
introduction of utilities that automate many of the conventional imaging and reproduction
processes, the future role of printing is an area of major concern. “ For instance, in the are a
concerning electronic document creation, we are seeing more and more digital input. A major-
ity of pages are now being created electronically and reproduction services are being affected
by the desire for on-demand reproduction and short turnaround times. Ten years ago the aver-
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age turnaround time was one week, today it’s probably less than 48 hours.”2 If one looks at
w h a t’s happening to the re p roduction industry, the trends dictate various job and mark e t
segments coming together. T h e re’s a blur taking place, many occupations and markets are start-
ing to ove r l a p.
Since various segments are overlapping, printers are finding that they must investigate new
approaches in order to stay competitive and to develop with the technology and c u r re n t
customer demands. They must find new markets and communication methods to meet the
demand for shorter run lengths and faster turnaround times, resulting in a re-configuration of
the traditional work fl ows and the integration of new technologies that will automate many of
the traditional craft-oriented processes of printing.
By combining four of the most current technologies, the World Wide Web, on-demand digi-
tal printing, Adobe Acrobat, and color management, a printer can slightly modify their
services and use the World Wide Web as a tool to meet an emerging market. The Web intro-
duces a whole new market segment, providing access to thousands of customers. It has the
ability to act as a communication tool as well as a means of file transportation. In conjunction
with the We b, Adobe Ac robat offers a platform-independent solution for distributing
c o m p ressed documents, while maintaining the original documents fidelity. By intro d u c i n g
color management, printers can automate the color re p roduction process and condense it into
a push-button operation, and there f o re bring color separation capabilities to the inexperienced
computer user. Finally, by keeping files in a digital format, digital on-demand printing enables
the production of short-run four color jobs with fast turnaround times. The combining of
these four technologies creates the potential of eliminating many of the problems that are
common to digital prepress, such as multiple file formats, computer platforms, color accept-
ability, and turnaround time. Individually, none of these technologies have reached a stage of
maturity, but with future enhancements, alone or in combinations, they have great potential.
Reasons for Interest
The printing industry is changing. Due to the explosion of the World Wide Web and the ease
with which documents are transmitted from one location to another—the way information
is distributed—has changed forever. The idea of the traditional printing company that prints
a million copies of a single sheet is also changing. The industry is shifting tow a rds on-demand
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s h o rt runs, with quick turnaround times. As communication technologies develop and docu-
ment distribution is simplified, printing companies will have to adapt to the on-demand, short
run requests that are developing in order to stay competitive. Also, as the use of the Web
grows and more and more people use it as a communication tool, companies are going to have
to learn how to integrate their business to obtain that market and take full advantage of the
opportunities it has to offer.
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End Notes For Chapter One
1James Staten. (1995 June 28) News Extra: Xerox debuts Internet-based print-on-
demand services. MacWeek, (28 June 1995).
2Bob Barbera. “Chromapress, Agfa USA, Short Run Color & Digital Color
Printing: Market and Business Opportunities,” The Agfa/Apple Digital Color Printing World
Tour 1995, World Wide Web Address: http:// www.agfahome.com.
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Chapter Two
Background Theory
The evolution of distributed print on-demand and communication networks is changing the
way the world thinks about printing and publishing. As requests for shorter and shorter print
run-lengths increase, digital on-demand color printing equipment is coming to the forefront
to meet the industry’s demands. Like traditional printers making investments in digital color
presses, service providers are turning to communication networks, like the World Wide Web,
as a medium to distribute and receive information. Any printing service, service bureau, or
trade shop can now create a Web page, and post it on the World Wide Web. By doing so, it
gives that company the potential of reaching thousands of customers and increasing their
clientele by eliminating any sort of geographical boundary.
The creation of a Web site for this project is based upon the technological advancements that
are occurring in four different areas of printing and communications. These four areas are the
World Wide Web, Adobe Acrobat and the PDF (Portable Document Format), color manage-
ment systems, and digital color printing presses.
World Wide Web
Before the explosion of interest in the World Wide Web, it was primarily used as a research-
oriented tool. Many of the services created to search and view the vast amounts of informa-
tion were geared toward computer programmers and were extremely hard to use. “Today the
fastest growing segment of information placed on the Web is the commercial segment. In
other words, people without a high level of computer-based knowledge. This change in
emphasis and growth in audience has led to the development and acceptance of more user-
friendly services and interf a c e s . ”1
The development of more user-friendly interfaces began in 1993 when the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) introduced a user interface called Mosaic, which
was to be followed by others like Netscape and MacWeb. Interfaces, like these Web browsers,
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allow for a visual presentation of text, graphics, and video, while creating an easy to use
graphic connection to the Web that has all of the technical structures and formal protocols
buried beneath them. These interfaces have helped to revolutionize the use of the World Wide
Web, bringing it down to a “point and click” level, just as the world of computing was revo-
lutionized in the 1980’s partially due to the introduction of the Macintosh’s easy to use “point
and click” interface.
Web Pages
Not only has the Web itself been transformed to run on a point and click interface, but the
p rograms that are used to create Web pages have also been re t rofitted for the average user. The
standard language the Web uses for creating and recognizing documents is the Hy p e r Te x t
Ma rkup Language (HTML), which is related to, but technically not a subset of, the St a n d a rd
Ge n e r a l i zed Ma rkup Language (SGML), a document formatting language. HTML is simply a
document structure consisting of standard 7-bit ASCII files with formatting codes or tags that
contain information about page layout. It tells the navigational software, Netscape or Mosaic,
how to display text, hypertext links, images, sound files, and movie clips.2
Traditionally, to create a Web page a user was required to know HTML and its tagging
schemes, which would look something like this:
Manufacturers have developed software applications, like Adobe’s PageMill Web page author-
ing software, that are specifically designed for non-technical people who want to create or
<TITLE>The Jimmy Stewart Museum: Homepage</TITLE>
<LINK REV="made" HREF="webmaster@vv.com">
</HEAD>
<BODY BACKGROUND="/images/default_bg.jpg">
<P ALIGN=CENTER>
<IMG SRC="/images/header.gif" ALT="The Jimmy Stewart Museum"></P>
<HR>
<IMG ALIGN=RIGHT SRC="/images/sketch.gif" ALT="">
<!-- I'm keeping this for now. Text provided by client is ... dry.  -->
<P>
Perhaps more than any other actor, James Stewart represents America.  His
slow drawl, deliberate mannerisms and cool sarcasm made for an endearing
persona of the wise boy--naivet&#233; with a wink.</P>
<P>
Jimmy remains today a man of strong, quiet, confidence unmarred by
arrogance. He is our big brother, our father, our peer, our hero.</P>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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maintain Web pages. These applications include eve rything one needs to create Web pages but
eliminate the need to know the various HTML tags. The Web pages are written in what looks
and feels like a normal word processor, and are displayed in the application exactly as they
would be in a Web browser. In essence, the application is writing the HTML codes as one
places text and graphics in the document. The process of applying styles, placing and resizing
images, and dragging and dropping parts of your document from other locations is auto-
mated, all of which used to be done through coding and manually keying in HTML text
strings and links.3
“At the same time, vendors of popular applications packages are adding Web-
publishing capabilities to their existing products. Just as word processors,
spreadsheets, databases and page-layout programs can now output text,
vendors are also building in HTML output. Vendors, such as Microsoft Corp.
and Novell Inc., have added HTML capabilities to their word processors,
while Adobe has developed a plug-in for PageMaker, and Lotus Development
Corp.’s Notes has been adapted for use with the Web. Also widely available
now are utilities that convert text, RTF and PostScript to HTML; tools for
creating HTML pages from Eudora, Microsoft Excel, Adobe FrameMaker,
PageMaker, Adobe Illustrator and XPress files; and page-creation tools for
other formats, such as Adobe Acrobat’s Portable Document Format.”4
These tools are really good for getting up and rolling, but if you actually look at the most
popular and successful sites, almost all of them have been done by hand, or at least fine-tuned
by hand. In effect, what all of these aforementioned page-creation tools try to do is shield
users from the monotony of HTML coding, allowing novices to create Web pages quickly and
help even advanced users produce pages with a more unified look and fewer errors. However,
to create something more than a basic page, there’s no getting around writing HTML tags
that a browser uses to format and display text and graphics.5
File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
Since its inception, the main function of the World Wide Web is the transmission of digital
information (transmitting documents from one place to another). One utility that lets you
download files from a remote computer system and transfer them back to your computer, or
upload a file from a local system to a remote system, is known as FTP (File Transfer Protocol).
Strictly speaking, FTP refers both to an application program and a protocol the FTP program
uses to communicate and transfer files from one mainframe to another.
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Traditionally, moving files around the Web using FTP was rather complex. The process of
FTPing a file had its own set of commands that a user had to learn and was done by manu-
ally typing in the sites FTP identification number in the FTP utility. This meant that the user
had to know the identification number for each site, as well as the type of server that was
being used—because it could have an impact on file naming structure—the file name, and
the type of file they wanted to transfer, whether it be an ASCII, binary, compressed, or
uncompressed file. The proficiency of its use was up to the user, they had to read all of the
introductory information at each site to learn important information such as login usernames,
passwords, terminal emulation specs, and the proper key commands to exit the program—
which could be a mind-blowing experience for the casual user.6
Now, FTPing a file has gotten much easier. Users can chose application programs such as
Fetch or Web browsers such as Netscape to do FTP file transferring. Fetch is a Macintosh
program for transferring files, which uses the File Transfer Protocol and therefore allows a
networked Macintosh to transfer files with any connected machine that supports FTP.
However, it is not a fully automated process and does still require users to know information
about file types and some of the commands to transfer files.
Netscape, on the other hand, automatically communicates in FTP Protocol, so that when the
browser encounters an FTP site it knows how to connect, login anonymously, read the
contents of the site, make requests for files, and transfer them back to a site. This reduces the
amount of information the user needs in order to access theses sites and re t r i e ve files. Bu t
Netscape is limited in its ability, it does not provide the capability of uploading files from a local
system to a remote FTP serve r. Regardless of the limitations, the automation of FTPing docu-
ments has made Netscape popular for doing smaller tasks by individual users, like retrieving
smaller files such as desktop computer programs, and freeware or shareware applications off
of the Web.7
Security overview
Since the Internet’s roots were based upon a collaborated network research experiment, it is
considered to be an open, “sharing network” and is a very unsecure system. Anyone who
knows a lot about the Internet can crack the low-level security used by many sites on the
Internet. However, most of the information on the Internet is safe from prying eyes, simply
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because there is no reason for it to be unsafe. Security becomes an issue only when talking
about filling out personal information such as credit card numbers on Web based hypertext
forms, or when setting up a Web site and wanting to limit user access to ensure internal
networks are secure from outsiders. In either case, there are many possible security layers that
can be employed in order to deter “hackers” from acquiring confidential information.
In terms of the security of hypertext forms, the existing privacy regulations often fall short of
consumer expectations. Without good security, the information filled out on Web forms could
be intercepted and used for things other than their intended purpose.8
“Last October [1995], in response to consumers’ growing concerns ove r
Internet priva c y, the National Telecommunications and In f o r m a t i o n
Administration (NTIA) released Pr i vacy and the NII (National In f o rm a t i o n
In f ra s t ru c t u re): Sa f e g u a rding Te l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s - Related Personal In f o rm a t i o n .
Its purpose is to provide a framew o rk for developing minimum privacy stan-
d a rds that communications and information service providers, such as phone
companies, video services, and online services would use to protect any
personal information their subscribers generate.
Informed consent is the keystone of this framework, and the plan’s success
depends on service providers’ willingness to be self-regulating. Before using
information that a consumer has divulged to gain access to the network—tele-
phone number, home address, credit card information, and service prefer-
ences—or using that data for any non-service-related purpose, a service
provider should have to disclose how it plans to use the information and
obtain that consumer’s consent. Explicit customer consent should be required
before sensitive information, such as financial history, political affiliation,
medical records, or sexual orientation, could be used or disclosed.”9
Se rver administrators can also help in the battle to control security. They can set up their serve r
to be a secure serve r, using something like Ne t s c a p e’s and RSA’s Se c u re Sockets Layer pro t o c o l
(SSL). This technology is based upon public key encryption and is a technique that uses a pair
of keys for encryption and decryption. For each pair of keys, one is called the public key, and
one is called the private key. The public key is made public by distributing it widely. The priva t e
key is never distributed, and is always kept secret. When data is encrypted using the public key
it can only be decrypted using the private key. Conve r s e l y, when data is encrypted using the
p r i vate key, it can only be decrypted using the public key. This pro p e rty is what makes public
key cryptography so useful.
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“With this technology users can enter their credit card numbers on a secure
Web form and transmit the form over the Internet to a secure server without
risk of an intermediary obtaining your credit card information. This type of
security protects commercial transactions, as well as all other communica-
tions, from misappropriation and fraud that could otherwise occur as informa-
tion passes through Internet computers. Howe ve r, secure communications
does not eliminate all of an Internet user’s concerns. For example, one must
be willing to trust the server administrator with a credit card number before
entering it into a commercial transaction. Security technology secures the
routes of Internet communication; security technology does not protect one
f rom unreputable or careless people with whom a user might choose to do
b u s i n e s s . ”1 0
As for a network link, server administrators must take many additional precautions to prevent
security breaches. A first step should be to make the internal network server and additional
systems as secure as possible with passwords and other good security practices, backed up by
a firewall, which controls traffic between the internal system and the Internet.11
If the Web is being used for the transmission of files, via FTP, and those files need to be secure
for some reason, they can also be protected through third party encryption software. Much
like the Secure Sockets Layer protocol, individuals can encrypt their documents and require
a user password in order to access the document. However, these encryption methods are not
the definitive means to secure documents. They are also susceptible to hackers that can crack
the password-protection schemes. In general the best way to ensure security when using the
Web is to treat it as a public system, even when one is just using e-mail. Remember that
anyone at anytime could violate a users privacy so one must be cautious about giving out any
“secure” information.
Adobe Acrobat
Adobe’s Acrobat is becoming the de facto standard of page description languages. Not only
are companies managing their internal information by converting it into PDF (Portable
Document Format) format, but many are also using Acrobat as a means to distribute infor-
mation about their organizations on the World Wide Web, or as a way to send digital ads to
printers—currently newspapers and advertisers.
Structure
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“PDF is a PostScript-language–based file format that describes documents that contain any
combination of text, graphics, grayscale images, and color images in a resolution and device
independent meta-file format.”12 “The structure or makeup of a PDF file is a 7-bit ASCII file,
which means PDF files use only the printable subset of the ASCII character set to describe docu-
ments—even those with images and special characters. As a result, converting a document into
PDF format makes it “portable” or able to be accessed across diverse hardware and operating
system environments, as long as there is a document reader available on that platform.”13 However
to be completely portable a document must address at least two important issues: the use of fonts
and the use of graphics.
Fonts
One goal of the PDF standard format is to allow one to distribute documents using any font,
even though they may not be universally available. Acrobat provides three ways of creating
documents using a variety of fonts. The first is to use standard fonts like Times and Helvetica,
which are built into every PostScript printer and come with Acrobat. Those fonts are never
embedded by the Distiller (even if the user tells it to embed the fonts), but one can be sure of
excellent reproduction since the fonts come with all Acrobat viewers. Second, there is the use
of Acrobat’s multiple master font technology to emulate the look of a wide variety of
commonly used fonts. Adobe Sans and Serif Multiple Master typefaces are loosely based upon
Adobe Myriad and Minion and effectively try to match the original font as closely as possi-
ble. However this does not work well with all fonts, particularly symbol or dingbat based
fonts. Finally, Acrobat allows font embedding. This allows the original font to be stored
within the PDF document. Which, in effect, allows the viewer software to display the font
exactly as it was originally intended.14
Image Compression
As with fonts Acrobat also supports many options for displaying graphic images within a PDF
document. Pictures can range from monochrome, to grayscale, to RGB or CMYK 24-bit
color. Since some of these images can have extremely large file sizes, Acrobat provides picture
compression options. The options include JPEG (a lossy type of compression) and LWZ (a
lossless type of compression) compression, and let the user select a good trade off between size
of the compressed image and the quality of the resulting image in the PDF document coupled
with the ability to downsample the DPI (Dots Per Inch) of each image in the document.15
Using compression and downsampling will make the physical document sizes smaller, which
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means less storage space, so if you are using the document in conjunction with some type of
digital transmission to send the documents to remote locations, whether it be via the World
Wide Web or a modem, the smaller the document the less time it will take to send, and since
it is a 7-bit ASCII file all of the documents attributes should be transmittable.
Acrobat & PostScript
Acrobat also readily lends itself to the printing prepress world; in fact, newspapers across the
country are already using Acrobat as a means for digital distribution of a d ve rtising. W h e re a s
digital ads for both magazines and newspapers generally originate in PostScript environments
by taking them one more step into Acrobat’s portable document format creates a file that is
m o re compact than EPS (Encapsulated PostScript), and since Ac robat embeds and
compresses fonts and picture information, advertisers don’t have to send them along with
their files.
“Ac robat software guarantees that a document created on one computer can be used and
accessed by another, without losing crucial data or being completely unintelligible. And since
Acrobat does not require the recipient of a document to have the same hardware and software
as the author, PDF files can be viewed or printed from virtually any system without losing
fidelity.”16
“In the past there has been no guarantee that a document created on one
computer can be used or accessed by another. Documents can lose crucial data
or be completely unintelligible unless the recipient has the same software and
hardware as the author. Document exchange standards, such as ASCII or RTF,
are useless for delivering richly formatted documents or graphics without
common tools. And without the right tools, critical information can be no
easier to find in electronic documents than in their paper counterparts.”17
Creating PDF Documents
Essentially there are three ways to create a PDF document: using the PDFWriter, saving as a
PDF in an Application that supports PDF such as Adobe Illustrator or Adobe PageMaker, or
by first saving a file as a PostScript file and then using Acrobat Distiller to convert it to PDF
format. When using Acrobat in the graphic arts industry, there are two good reasons that
using the PostScript-to-Distiller option is the best way to create a PDF document for print.
“First, PostScript is the page description language of choice for most high-end printers and
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imagesetters. By using Distiller, which is really a PostScript interpreter, the document will be
processed to the PDF file much like it would be to a piece of film on an imagesetter. Since
the PDFWriter is not a PostScript interpreter, it can introduce minor differences in position-
ing of text and graphic matter which can produce unacceptable results. Second, Distiller can
generate PDF from PostScript created on other computers not supported by the PDFWriter
(Unix, Vax, etc).”18 This also means that PDF documents can be converted back into a
PostScript language where it can then be treated as if it were any other PostScript document
intended for output; meaning it can be downloaded directly to a RIP or be placed into a page
layout program such as Quark XPress.19
Editing PDF Documents
If alterations need to be made to a PDF file, they can be done in either Adobe Illustrator 6.0
or Macromedia FreeHand 5.5. Both do a decent job of opening and editing Acrobat P D F
files, especially if one has the native fonts that we re used. If the fonts are not ava i lable they
will be substituted by a default.20 However editing PDFs in general can get rather compli-
cated, even with basic files. The more complicated the file structure and initial page layout,
the more time and labor intensive the editing procedure will be. 
Security Options
Acrobat Exchange provides the option to add security to a PDF document in order to control
access to its contents. “Acrobat uses RSA security encryption encoding techniques that are on
par with those of some commercial security programs, which combines encryption with data
compression. It provides one password to allow access to a document, and another to change
security options. These options include allow i n g (or not allowing) recipients to print an
Acrobat document, change it’s contents, select text and graphics, and add or change notes.”21
For example, when a password is selected for viewing the document Acrobat encrypts the
contents of the text in the new file so that it cannot be viewed even by using another appli-
cation. Choosing to encrypt a document not only encrypts each page description but also
encrypts the document information such as title author and keywords.
As with all security systems, Ac ro b a t’s security is only as good as the password securing the file.
The password itself should not contain words from a dictionary or family names and dogs’
names. The best passwords consist of at least six characters (pre f e r a b l y longer) and be composed
of a mixture of uppercase and lowercase characters, numbers, and punctuation marks. The
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longer the password the more difficult it is to hack.22 Acrobat allows a password to be up to
20 characters, and a good rule to follow is, if a user is password protecting a document with
the intention of distributing it publically, use the maximum length password string.
Color Management Systems
The World Wide Web isn’t the only medium that has been re t rofitted for use by the masses,
the printing industry — p re p ress more specifically—is also going through many changes, fro m
the skilled craft that it once was to a digital process accessible to anyone with computer liter-
a c y. One specific area that has come under recent scrutiny is the incorporation of 4-color
images into documents and how to successfully “m a n a g e” them so that they will re p ro d u c e
p roperly upon final output, independently of the device used. The current name given to
c o n t rolling this process is “color management.” 
“Prior to the introduction of desktop publishing in 1985, color management wasn’t consid-
ered a problem. Vendors of high end systems—one company who supplied all of the hard-
ware and software for the entire prepress production—produced closed architecture systems,
meaning all their hardware and software elements were calibrated at the factory through color
look up tables.”23 This provided complete control over every component in the system, and
allowed the vendors to compensate for the individual characteristics of each input, display,
and output device in their system. The result was a system that let users closely predict what
the product would be on press.
It was the introduction, adoption, and advancements of desktop publishing that has changed
our industry from a closed system to an open system based industry. Users can buy many
different “brand name” components and connect the individual pieces together to achieve
quality results. Color management is being redefined by the creation of new reproduction
systems that have the ability to incorporate multiple components from many different
vendors into one system. But with the flexibility comes greater variation, so users have to
compensate for variables of each piece of equipment, such as: the color characteristics of
monitors, scanners, proofers, and imagesetters. Color management programs are attempting
to make what is printed or proofed match what is scanned and viewed on a monitor by cali-
brating (testing for repeatable accuracy) and profiling (or characterizing) each device. T h e
principle behind color management is that color should be able to be controlled thro u g h o u t
the desktop environment, independent of any individual devices capabilities and limitations.
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ColorSync
The current trends in color management start with the ability to automate the separation
p rocess, making it a push button p rocess that will produce quality separations that eve n
untrained users can master. The industry is striving for a system that will not only give quality
results, but will totally automate the calibration and re p roduction process from scan to print
and be accessible through any application. These needs and concerns have just started to be
a d d ressed with the introduction of Ap p l e’s ColorSync 2.0.
“The major advancement that Ap p l e’s Color Sync 2.0 is addressing to help
redefine color management is that instead of being an individually based soft-
w a re process, it is bringing basic color management functions to the operating
system level. This re vo l u t i o n i zes the idea and functionality of color manage-
ment systems. It was not designed to compete against third party vendors but
is ment to compliment their functionality. ColorSync is set up to be the base
a rc h i t e c t u re that provides a, Linotype-Hell, color-matching engine at the oper-
ating-system level, thus giving the availability for major color management
vendors to build full-function color management system software on top of
that operating system and take full advantage of its functionality. ”2 4
ColorSync does not provide a color management definitive solution, but it does present an
application that will generate predictable results across multiple input and output devices, as
well as from many applications.
ICC Profiles and Standardization
Another key concept that is being addressed in conjunction with Color Sync 2.0, which had
been missing up until this point, is that there were no standard formats for device profiles. “A
group calling themselves the ICC (International Color Consortium), founded by the likes of
Apple, Adobe, Sun, SGI, Microsoft and Kodak to name a few, envisioned the idea of a stan-
dardized file architecture that stores the device characterization as a separate file. This file can
then be applied to any image regardless of the application.”25 This file considerably expands
the amount of information contained in the profile about how a device renders color. The
ICC published the specifications so hardware and software developers would build the option
into new software packages, which in turn introduces the ability to use a single profile with a
multitude of programs, any system level color management tool, and any Postscript output
device to create truly device-independent color transformations and therefore perform color
management across many platforms.26
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Digital Color Presses
On-Demand Printing
“The predictions for the future of printing is heavily in favor of short -run
production—defining short-run as anywhere from 50 to 5,000 copies. On-
demand short-run printing is the fastest growing segment of the four color
printing market. According to Charles A. Pesko Ventures, a market research
and consulting firm in Massachusetts that specializes in on-demand short-run
printing, the on-demand short-run market accounted for $7 billion of an $80
billion commercial printing market in 1992, or 9 percent. By 1997, that
number is expected to catapult to $11 billion—a 58 percent increase—and by
the year 2000, on-demand short-run printing will constitute 20 percent of the
domestic commercial printing market.” 27
Those who are currently purchasing digital color presses are often prepress shops that have no
actual operating experience with conventional printing presses, as well as commercial print-
ers, high-volume digital service bureaus, and large companies with centralized reprographics
departments; it is those whose products include direct-mail catalogues, periodicals, and
customized forms that will want the presses’ quick turnaround, and good print quality.28
Along with the quick turnaround times, and good print quality comes the numerous adva n-
tage of short - run digital printing. “One can easily interrupt, correct, and re-RIP jobs when
mistakes are found. These digital devices generate less financial and environmental waste than
traditional presses because they print exactly the number of copies wanted. If a printer is
a l ready in a digital pre p ress environment, work fl ow isn’t disrupted by conve rting to a complete
digital environment. And there is little to no make ready time at the beginning of new jobs to
p re p a re the presses for printing.”2 9
Quality
The issue of quality is always a factor in the printing industry. If high quality reproductions
are needed, digital printing may not be the way to go. The digitally printed images may
appear different from what one is used to seeing come off a conventional press. This is due to
the use of liquid inks or toners, which tend to sit on top of the paper, rather than being
absorbed. The result is that it won’t produce the rich, deep tones that are characteristic of the
conventional offset press. What must be remembered is that digital printing is not offset
printing; it provides a very high quality result but it is not traditional offset printing.
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“It is unfair to compare the quality of a digital press to that of a traditional
press. They really aren’t comparable and aren’t intended to be. Digital print-
ing is targeted at a specific market that wants low-cost, fast turn-around print-
ing; its unlikely that annual report publishers will turn to this type of
machine. Still, digital print quality is nothing to squawk at. A recent survey
by Charles A. Pesko Ventures found that print buyers consider the quality of
a 150-lpi offset work comparable to output from a digital printing press.”30
Proofing
Another problem that digital printing struggles with, in its attempt to gain acceptability, is
proofing. In theory, if proofs are required, printers are able to provide a quick and easy press
proof. The press becomes the most accurate method of proofing since the proof is an actual
press sheet. Proofs can be inspected on-site, mailed overnight, or mailed next day service.
However, according to Steve Koder of Accucolor, a digital prepress house in St Louis, “You
can’t do one proof on a digital web press easily, it slows down production.” It defeats the
purpose of fast-turnaround, on-demand printing.31 Instead, Accucolor uses an Iris ink-jet
printer to make off press proofs. Or if the customer insists on a press proof an extra fee is
charged. In either case, he says that a proof is asked for only the first time a customer uses a
digital press. It reassures them that the press is real, but after that they don’t ask to see one.
17
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Chapter Three
Hypothesis
The primary goal of this thesis project was to create a Web site that acts as a remote digital
color printing facility. The hypothesis is to show that a document created integrating the
following technologies: the World Wide Web, color management, Acrobat’s PDF file format,
and digital printing would reproduce on a digital color press the same as if the document was
distributed using “sneaker net” or traditional mail. In order to reach this goal, many obstacles
had to be overcome, including:
1. The development of a feasible work fl ow for a Web-based digital color printing facility,
by modifying a current digital printing company’s model.
2. To learn Web publishing by:
• Creating a working Web site for the hypothetical printing facility, which i n c l u d e s :
company information, software links, directions, and dow n l o a d a b l e document
templates and ICC color management profiles.
• Placing the Web site on RIT ’s Web server.
• Setting up a FTP server with the ability to accept uploaded final (ready to be
printed) documents.
• Implementing a hypertext quote and information form, with a CGI script that
returns the form information to an assigned email account.
3. To investigate the incorporation of a color management system by:
• Creating a color management system that has the ability to incorporate profiles
from both a customer and remote printing facility as well as introduces the possi-
bility of remote contract proofing.
• Creating ICC input and output device profiles for a proofing device, a digital press,
and a CCD scanner.
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• Applying those profiles to images in the documents that will be uploaded to the
remote printing facility and reproduced on the digital press.
4. To provide clear instructions on how to use the Web site and its various components
to achieve effective results. 
5. To investigate the Adobe Acrobat PDF document format as a file format of choice to
p re s e rve document fidelity, insure document transmission across the We b, and for its
compatibility with a digital color pre s s .
6. To verify that the original Quark documents and the PDF documents that were
transmitted via the Web are capable of being reproduced on the same digital press at
equivalent visual quality levels.
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Chapter Four
Methodology
The following list shows the workflow process that was followed in order to complete this
thesis project:
• To develop a feasible company workflow, one which is obtainable for the scope of this
project, and incorporates the internet as a means of file delivery. The work fl ow was
loosely based upon, Merlin International, a current digital printing company. It may not
be the most current, economic, or applicable solution, but will be completely func-
tional.
• To build a Web site for the hypothetical digital printing company and post it on
R I T’s Web serve r. The web site includes the following: links to sites where one can
a c q u i re many of the application programs used for this project, such as: St u f f It ,
Netscape, Fetch 3.0, etc, a hypertext Job Re q u e s t / Information form that replys to an
email account, a downloadable PDF file listing color management suppliers, a ICC
profile of a Xeikon Press, QuarkXPress templates necessary for building files intended
to be printed on the digital press, a downloadable PDF file with a list of color
management software vendors, directions that illustrate how to use the site and
c o r rectly create documents for this digital press, and run an FTP s e rver able to
handle uploaded “c u s t o m e r” final documents.
• To create a color management system that has the ability to successfully incorporate
the prepress/press equipment from both a customer’s system and the remote printing
facility. Its implementation will attempt to introduce the possible capability of remote
contract proofing. In creating this system, ICC input and output device profiles were
created, using ColorSynergy, for the following equipment at a hypothetical customer
facility: a 3M Rainbow proofing device, and a HP ScanJet IIc scanner. No monitor
profile was made since no image manipulation was done to the images, nor was a
monitor being used as a proofing device, so there was no need to transform the images
to a monitor profile space. For the hypothetical digital printing facility, a profile was
created for the Xeikon DCP-1 digital press, still using ColorSynergy. The profile was
then posted on the Web site making it available to be downloaded, which would
complete the customers color management system when they were producing docu-
ments intended for this printing facility.
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The profile for the HP ScanJet IIc scanner was created by scanning ColorSynergy’s Q-
60 target and measuring the patches with ColorSynergy’s p rovided software applica-
tion. The profiles for the 3M Rainbow Proofer and the Xeikon DCP-1 we re created by
printing ColorSy n e r g y’s test pattern, consisting of 504 color patches, and measuring
each patch with a Xrite 938 colorimeter linked to a Macintosh—evaluated using a 2°
observer, at D50. The data was formulated and output as ICC profiles through
ColorSynergy.
• In order to create a hypothetical customer that tests the web based digital printing
facility, the following steps were taken: downloading the appropriate Quark templates
and ICC color management profiles from the Web site, building files based on those
templates, applying the color management profiles to any TIFF images that are to
included in documents, printing a internal proof—utilizing the color management
capabilities—to a 3M Rainbow digital pro o f e r, conve rt i n g the final documents to PDF
format, dialing in to the printers FTP site and uploading the final PDF documents to
the printer, and finally, printing those documents out on the digital press. 
In order to see how well this approach worked a second job was also printed. The
second press run consisted of the original Quark files, pictures, color management
utilities, and fonts that were use to create the PDF files. These files were not converted
to PDF format, nor were they sent over the web, but were delivered to the printer on
disk and in their original format.
• The completed press runs were then evaluated. The evaluation, which proves or
disproves the validity of this thesis project, was based upon a visual comparison
between the final prints of the PDF files—those delivered to the printer via upload to
an FTP server—and the original Quark files that were delivered to the printer on disk.
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Chapter Five
The Results
World Wide Web Site as a Store Front
Creation of the Site
The building of a basic Web page is well within the capabilities of most computer users,
however, putting together a complete Web site can be quite complex, especially for non-tech-
nical users. For most, it is worth buying some help, especially if there is a need to get a site on
the Web quickly or the need to integrate the Web site with existing information systems.
“There are three other issues, besides complexity, why one would look for help with the
creation of a Web site: reliability, or keeping the Mac running with some type of automatic-
restart software; content management and keeping the information fresh; and statistical
measurements that show traffic patterns and help with performance tuning. ‘You need to
make sure yo u’re set up so the Mac can re s t a rt if there is a problem, and there is a lot of share-
w a re that can do that, such as AutoBoot, Ke e p It Up and Ok e y - Do k e y,’ Shotton said. ‘[Fa r a l l o n
Computing In c .’s] Timbuktu Pro will let you start applications as well as re s t a rt your Mac fro m
a remote site, and that is ve ry import a n t .’ ”1
Information on the Web can become old rather quickly, so an important part of web site
maintenance is to change the information on ones site frequently: Putting up a Web site is
more a continuing commitment than a one-time investment. One must also realize that other
Web pages change too, so it is important to continually check to see if the links on a web site
still work, and update them accordingly. If one wants to take on the responsibility of site
upkeep themselves there are a few site-management packages now available, such as SiteMill
from Adobe of Mountain View, Calif.2 However if a user takes on this responsibility, one must
keep in mind that this is a continuous effort that becomes time consuming as the site grows
and when editing information on the site keep in mind that file size is a factor, and is depen-
dent on an endusers modem speed and the current amount of web traffic, so files must be
kept as small as possible.
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Web Site Service Providers
“If one is not interested in purchasing all of the equipment needed to create
an in-house web site there are many service providers that will allow businesses
to have access to their Web space, but for a fee. Determining which is the right
Internet service provider to use is a matter of balancing many considerations:
cost, speed, reliability, security and type of service. However, there are a
endless number of options one can choose from.
Although the Internet is a global network, Internet access is local, and what’s
available varies tremendously from one place to another. Large cities may offer
many low-cost options, while companies in smaller towns or rural areas will
have far fewer choices.
One option is to rent or buy Web space from a local provider. This a p p ro a c h
w o n’t get your company a customized address like ‘w w w. yo urcompany.com,’
but it can be as inexpensive as $20 a month or less. Another alternative is to
put a Web page in an Internet mall such as OpenMarket, Branch Information
Services or WebCom. These services host from a few dozen to a few hundred
businesses, charge $20 to $500 a month, and can help draw new or casual
Web users into your site. Some also provide help with order taking and other
aspects of electronic commerce.
Users that want a custom domain name with minimal maintenance hassles
may want to install, or co-locate, your server in a provider’s office. This option
gives a high bandwidth connection at a comparatively low cost, typically in
the low hundreds per month. A few services, such as Network Wizards’
Catalog.Com, offer a ‘virtual host’ service, which provides the domain name
but runs on the provider’s server.
For those who already have e-mail or LAN connections to the Internet,
adding a Web server may be a matter of simply plugging another machine into
the LAN. For those who don’t, service providers are more than happy to sell
a network connection and set up the service on your premises, though you
will also need to make a deal with the local phone company. This gives the
greatest degree of control, as well as other benefits such as e-mail and Internet
access for employees. It is also the most complex option.”3
The web site created for this project was built by using Ad o b e’s Pa g e Mill to compose a ove r-
all template and then had extra formatting added by hand in Si m p l e Text to refine each indi-
vidual page. It is running on RIT’s Grace server on a account provided to each student
e n rolled at RIT. The applications used to check the sites formatting and to upload the va r i-
ous components to the Grace account we re Netscape 2.0 and Fetch 3.0 re s p e c t i ve l y.
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Web Site and FTP
The application used for FTP purposes was a shareware application called FTPd. This appli-
cation was chosen due to the fact that this site was only meant to be set up temporarily, for
this one project, and the application was particularly easy to set up since its sharing functions
were based on Macintosh’s AppleShare. There are more advanced FTP applications available
that provide a better level of security, but since this site was only temporary, these options
were not pursued. This FTP site was run on an Macintosh Quadra 840AV in the School of
Printing Management and Sciences’ Dimple Lab at the Rochester Institute of Technology,
connected to the internet by a 10 BaseT connection.
FTPd allows a Macintosh to become an FTP, WWW, or Gopher server so that other people
can get information to or from a Macintosh Computer over the Internet. Basically it allows a
Macintosh computer to act as an FTP server so anyone can access it from anywhere around
the world.
FTPd runs using the Macintosh’s AppleShare, Users&Groups privileges and passwords and
supports multiple logins, anonymous FTP (user name anonymous or ftp), and MacBinary
and BinHex transfers. There were security considerations that had to be looked into before
using this software, since once in operation the computer was accessible to everyone on a
world wide network, and these considerations must be addressed no matter which application
is chosen to run an FTP site. The following are a few of the considerations addressed:
• It is not wise to put an FTP site on the same server that is connected to an internal
network, unless one is running a very good security application to protect the rest of
the network. One doesn’t want users to have access to other volumes on the network,
so access must be restricted. If the FTP site must be on a networked computer, get a
very good security program and definitely inform any of the other networked server
administrators that outside users will have access to them so the proper security
measures can be taken. 
• Disable guest logins unless they are truly needed. It is better to give as few people as
possible access to a serve r. Another option is to give out a single account with a share d
p a s s w o rd, or better yet individual accounts with individual password s . This is more
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secure than guest logins, since no matter how many people a user may tell the pass-
word to, it will always be less than the number of people who could log in as guests.
• Only share a small portion of the computer’s file system. That way one does not have
to worry about the rest of it. The owner can still get access to the whole system by
giving themself unlimited access, in FTPd this is done by turning the See Entire
Volume checkbox on for his or her user in the Users & Groups info.
• Keep passwords secure! Anyone on the Internet with your username, machine address
and password will likely be able to delete every file on the computer’s hard disk. Don’t
give password out randomly, instruct those you do give passwords to not to freely
distribute them, and don’t use any obvious passwords. For a more in-depth explana-
tion of proper password security techniques refer to Chapter 2: Adobe Acrobat—
Security Options.
The use of FTPd has proven to be adequate for receiving uploaded documents, via Fetch 3.0,
from the remote computers, however it was the enduser’s connection to the internet that was
the major factor as to how quickly the documents were transmitted. For this project, a packet
of 5 PDF files (22.3 MB all together) were sent from a Macintosh connected to the internet
by a 10 BaseT connection to the Macintosh Computer running FTPd. A single “drop-off ”
folder was setup on the server to upload the documents to. Theoretically, the “drop-off” folder
would be set up for an individual company only, and would be secured by only providing that
company with the password for that folder, while allowing no access to any other information
on the server. It took approximately 8 minutes to transfer the 5 PDF files over the 10 Ba s e T
connection. Complications occurred when the same files we re then sent to the same “d ro p - o f f ”
folder using a remote dialup 28.8Kbs modem connection to the Internet. This proved to be a
much slower transfer of approximately 3 hours 47 minutes (227 minutes). By looking at the
numbers one can see that the modem connection is considerably slowe r. It is definitely a factor
to be considered when using this service, and may even be a deterant for this type of informa-
tion transfer. Howe ve r, the 3 hours 47 minutes is still a considerably faster delive ry time than
traditional mail or shipping serv i c e s .
As stated there was no problem uploading the documents using Fetch 3.0, only the length of
time it took depending upon the type of Internet connection. Once the documents arrived at
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the FTP site, the issue of integrating them into the production workflow arose. Since there
were only 5 files for this project, integration was not a major consideration, but if one was
looking to implement this as a true production workflow solution, depending on the number
of customers who will use this service, I would recommend looking into a more advanced file
delivery and management solution such as Adobe’s new Virtual Network or Xerox’s Interdoc.
Color Management Systems
Creation of Profiles
It was not the intent of this thesis project to test the abilities or limits of color management.
However, color management was a tool used to try to ensure color fidelity in an open docu-
ment distribution environment between the remote customer and the printing facility. The
success or failure of this thesis project was not based upon the success or failure of the color
management system itself. Color management was incorporated only as a possible means of
achieving predictable color on a remote customer’s proofing device so that the following
workflow cineareo would then be possible: a proof of a document could be made in-house at
the remote customer facility who has a color management system installed, the document
could then be distilled to a PDF file and uploaded to the printing site, at the printing site the
PDF file is printed—no proof required—in confidence that the color of the final press sheets
will be acceptable based on the output from the customers in-house proofer.
The color management system used for this thesis project was Apple’s ColorSync 2.0 in
combination with Candela’s ColorSynergy 1.0, which was used to make the various profiles,
and Helios’ ColorSync 2 XTension for QuarkXPress. The Helios XTension was used to apply
the ICC profiles to each TIFF image in the QuarkXPress documents. It uses Ap p l e’s
C o l o r Sync 2.0 transform engine to conve rt each TIFF image from one color space to another.
This Qu a rk XTension allowed documents to be conve rted various ways depending upon which
output device it was intended for.
For a more in-depth explanation of the use of the Helios ColorSync 2 XTension for Quark
and the creation of each set of documents using the XTension, refer to Appendix B: A Guide
for the Use of this Web Based Printing Facility.
Results of Implementation
Color management is still in its infancy, and its implementation in this project illustrates that
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the output from the 3M Rainbow didn’t visually match or even closely simulate any of the
final press sheets from the Xeikon or the original reflective prints. Comparing the original
reflective prints to the press sheets, two of the images, the interior of the house on the fact
sheet, and the various images of the realtor, did reproduce to a relatively close match. But, the
images of the house exterior were not close at all. In all fairness to the color management
system, it must be stated that the house images which did not match on the press sheets were
not ideal to begin with. The original reflective prints were difficult images to reproduce
directly without any type of image manipulation—a step deliberately skipped in this project.
Although hard images to reproduce, the fact that the 3M Rainbow proofs did not match the
Xeikon press sheets and neither of those matched the original re fl e c t i ve prints with the use of
color management, its implementation and success is highly questionable.
As previously stated color management was not the primary concentration of this thesis
project. Even though everything done while creating the color management system was moni-
tored and controlled, the color management workflow paradigm did not produce the
intended results. However, it was only a single element, included to contribute only as a tool
in the overall goal of this project, that goal being the successful integration of a World Wide
Web site, color management, the Acrobat PDF document format, and digital color printing.
The failure of color management consequently leaves a missing link in the workflow in terms
of proofing. Color management does not yet possess the ability to be relied upon completely to
e n s u re color accuracy, nor does it possess the means of achieving a quality remote pro o f, which
will need to be addressed in order for the proposed work fl ow to actually be implemented. In
essence color management is not yet the push button solution to ensuring color accuracy and
still needs some advancement before it is the end all means to remote contract proofing and
perfect color every time.
Digital Color Presses
Adobe Acrobat Documents vs. QuarkXPress Documents
Since the images were influenced by the use of the color management system, visually there
was only moderate success matching the individual press sheets to the original reflective
prints, and there was no success matching any of the press sheets or the reflective prints to the
3M Rainbow proofs. However, the focus of this thesis was on whether or not the Xeikon
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prints of the PDF documents match the Xeikon prints of the original Quark documents. 
When comparing these two sets of five documents it is apparent that there are many unac-
ceptable aspects in each. The unacceptable attributes are primarily due to problems experi-
enced when RIPing and printing the documents, and are discussed later in this section. If one
looks past the printing and RIPing problems and visually compares the reproductions one can
see that—with considerations for slight press variation from one side of the sheet to the
other—the information on the PDF press sheets match the press sheets printed from the orig-
inal Qu a rk documents. The visual match ensures that the necessary information was preserved
by the PDF files, even after transmission across the web; thus proving the workflow that was
established for this project—minus the color managed proofing aspect—is a valid solution for
distributing documents using the internet to Web based digital color printing sites.
After further evaluation of the documents, it is necessary to point out that their physical
appearance would be considered unacceptable if evaluated from a production standpoint. The
errors are primarily due to technical problems experienced with the color management aspect
of the project or problems experienced at Merlin International when riping and or printing
the documents to the Xeikon DCP-1.
The most obvious unacceptable characteristics are that the documents don’t back up front to
back properly and some of the image areas are cut off at the bottom. These errors were a result
of a riping problem. Originally when Merlin International supplied the Quark templates,
which all of the documents were based upon, they were created to be output to a Barco RIP.
It was later determined that the Barco RIP could not be used due to incompatibilities with
TIFF files. So when the documents were switched to run on their Harlequin RIP, Merlin
International determined, based upon time factors, that it would be much more labor inten-
sive on their part to ensure that the documents would backup correctly when printed. So the
documents were run as is, resulting in press sheets that do not back up correctly. Me r l i n
International assured that this error can be fixed by either creating new templates based on the
Harlequin RIP or by manually manipulating the information in each of the separate docu-
ments before downloading them to the RIP. They also assured that these proposed solutions
would remedy the image cutoff problems which were due to the change in setups when
switching RIPs. However, Merlin International expressed no further interest in pursuing the
time and expenses necessary to implement these solution.
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Second, one will see that some of the fonts on the Quark based press sheets are bitmapped.
Merlin International used an incorrect set of fonts when printing these Quark pages. T h e y
used their version of Futura opposed to the version provided with the documents, and on the
large post card the font Courier was substituted for He l vetica. This is a ve ry common mistake
which is experienced often within this industry when the proper preflighting measures are not
p e rformed, and it is this type of mistake that only helps promote the all inclusive PDF docu-
ments. The PDF versions had all of the necessary fonts embedded within each file so no fonts
were substituted or replaced even if Merlin International’s system did not contain them.
Third, the black areas, primarily black text, in the PDF documents seem to have been
converted to a 4 color black, where the same areas in the Quark documents contain only a
single color black. Upon further investigation into the individual Quark documents, the black
areas in question were created using a single color black, and the text areas were assigned that
single color black attribute. The discrepancy is puzzling since the PDF files were created
directly from those Quark documents, without anything being changed. It is just as puzzling
that the same 3 color black effect is apparent in the 3M Rainbow proofs made from the orig-
inal Quark pages. This problem only occurs in the black areas assigned in the QuarkXPress
application. The black in the Apex logo, which was created in Adobe Illustrator, is reproduced
consistently as a single color black.
Finally, one may see that the color reproduction on the press sheets from one side of the sheet
to the other is not consistent. This can be attributed to a press calibration error and is not a
characteristic of the documents themselves. All of the reproductions show a trend that one
side of the sheet is more magenta than the other, resulting in an unacceptable match of image
quality from one side of the sheet to the other. However, when the images on each side of the
press sheet are compared with images from the same side, they in themselves are consistent
enough visually that the press instability does not cause highly detrimental effects to the over-
all image quality. It is only when one side is compare with another that the visual difference
is unacceptable. Since the variation in reproduction is consistent in both types of documents,
and the comparison of each side independently proves to match, it can be said that the the
results prove this project successful. Again, the variation from side to side can be attributed to
how the press functions and not the documents running on the press. So, as long as this vari-
ation was consistent in both types of documents, which it was, and the documents visually
match, which they do, this workflow proves to be a successful means of distributed format-
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ted, press-ready documents.
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End Notes For Chapter Five
1Jeff Ubois. “Special Report: Ten essential steps for setting up a Web site,”
MacWEEK (13 November 1995).
2Ibid.
3Ibid. 
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Chapter Six
Summary and Conclusions
The implementation of this investigation shows that a document created integrating the
following technologies: the World Wide Web, color management , Acrobat’s PDF file format,
and digital printing would reproduce on a digital color press the same as if the document was
distributed using “sneaker net” or traditional mail.
Since there we re many individual elements that played key roles in the success of this thesis
p roject one must re a l i ze that the individual pieces do not equal the whole. A failure in any
one of the pieces does not mean the failure of the entire project. The overall objective of this
thesis project was to create a successful company workflow based upon the integration of the
World Wide Web site, color management, the Acrobat PDF document format, and digital
color printing. In order for this thesis project to prove successful, evaluation was based upon
the following cenerio: to successfully transmit composed PDF files over the web to a digital
color printer, print those files on a Xeikon press, print the original Quark files, on the same
press, from which the PDF’s were derived, and compare the two, hopefully resulting in an
acceptable visual match. If the two sets of documents visually match then all of the necessary
information has been preserved throughout the workflow to achieve successful reproduction
of images.
In vestigation of the two sets of documents show that this thesis project has been prove n
successful; the work fl ow which was established for this project is a valid solution for the distri-
bution of documents, using the internet, to Web based digital color printing sites. Further
investigation shows that there were many problems with individual aspects of the entire
system, due primarily to either the infancy of their technology or due to human erro r. Color
management was the main technological contributor to the problems encountered. Its imple-
mentation did not successfully insure color accuracy within the developed system, making it
the weak link in this workflow solution. The problems encountered only help to point out
that this particular approach toward internet workflow integration may not be the most feasi-
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ble approach since it incorporates various types of new technology. Although due to the
continually increasing popularity of the internet and the World Wide Web, developers are
producing new applications and tools that will provide alternate and more advanced solutions
in the near future.
Recommendations for Further Study
Due to the growing interest of using the Internet as a tool for the transmission of composed,
p ress ready documents, one area that needs investigation is the cost of implementing a system
like the one discussed in this project, primarily comparing va r i o u s workflows to the traditional
means of composing and distributing documents via mediums such as mail or a third party
shipping company.
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Appendix A
Printout of the Web Site at 90 %
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Appendix B
Printout of the Downloadable Directions.pdf PDF Document. 
(Found on the Directions Page of the Web Site)
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If there are any question regarding any of the following 
information please feel free to call us at:
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The following are software and hardware items that are absolutely necessary in
order to use this site and printing facility. Some of the applications are free and
are available for downloading off of the World Wide Web, however most require
an initial investment in order to use them. If you need to purchase any of the
following, contact your local software and hardware vendor.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Directions on How to use this Site:
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List of Necessary Hardware:
• Macintosh Computer running system 7.5 (compatible with ColorSync 2.0).
• A color scanner (flatbed RGB, CMYK or Drum CMYK).
• A digital, color proofing device (ie 3M Rainbow, Iris Inkjet etc.).
• A connection or access to the World Wide Web. (Contact your local Phone
company or internet access provider for a direct connection).
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
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List of Necessary Software
• Applications: Quark XPress, Photoshop, and Illustrator.
• Software: Adobe Acrobat Reader, Distiller and Exchange.
• A color management package. One that allows the creation of custom
profiles, since the creation of profiles will be necessary for customer devices. (See
List of Manufacturers).
• Helios’ ColorSync 2 Xtension for Quark XPress.Available through
European Mikrograph, Scotts Valley, CA 408-461-6061, http://www.helios.com.
• Fetch 3.0 - for file transfer across the web to our FTP server. (See the list of
Software Links on our Web Site for these downloadable applications).
• Stuffit Expander - to expand documents from our web site. (See the list of
Software Links on our Web Site for these downloadable applications).
• Netscape - Web browser. (See the list of  Software Links on our Web Site for
these downloadable applications).
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
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This documentation doesn’t address the intricacies of setting up the physical Web
connection. For that, you need to contact your local phone company or internet access
provider. However, it does address how to configure your Web Browser (Netscape)
and FTP application (Fetch) so that they will work with this site and the necessary
helper applications.
(This section assumes that you have already set up your web connection,downloaded the
applications available from the “Software Links”section of our Web page, and have a working
version of Netscape Navigator).
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
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Configuring Netscape:
Helper Applications
Netscape relys upon Helper applications, such as Stuffit Expander—a compression
application, in order to download and read proprietary file formats acquired from FTP
or Web sites. In order for these Helper applications to work Netscape’s preferences
need to be modified so that when files are download, they will be recognized and
accepted by the application.
The process:
There are two ways to configure your web browser:
First, start to download the item from the web, when it is finished your browser will
ask you to pick an application that will read that particular file type. In this case, to view
a PDF document, find the Acrobat Reader application on your hard drive and select it
as the application.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
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Or, do the following:
1) Stuffit Expander should have been down-
loaded, if it hasn’t do so now. It’s FTP site
can be found on the list of  Software Links
on our Web site.
2) Open the Netscape application and choose
General Preferences from the Options
menu. (See Figure1- Next Page)
3) From the list of tabs choose Helpers. (See
Figure 2 on the next page).
4) Scroll down the list of Mime Types until it
reads Application/Mac-Bin.hex.
Choose the Application: Stuffit Expander and set the Action to: Launch Application
5) Repeat the process the for Application-Stuffit and choose the same settings.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
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Figure. 1.
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If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
Figure. 2.
Press OK.
This should be sufficient to download any of the files form our site.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
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Configuring Fetch 3.0:
Fetch is a file transfer program for Macintosh computers. It will allow text, software,
and multimedia files to be moved from the hard drive to a remote account or
an ftp (file transfer protocol) archive that accepts files. Moving files from your hard
drive to the network is called uploading.
Technical requirements:
To work, Fetch must be running on a Macintosh connected to a TCP/IP network.This
means that your computer is a point or node on the Internet or Internet-connected
network. It will work on localtalk and any SLIP or PPP dialup service where TCP/IP
is present.
Obtain an Account with our company
At this stage the first step is to call us at: World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX and
set up an account.The account will provide your company with FTP folder on our
server for your incoming jobs, and a password to access our server to deposit jobs in
that account.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
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Fetch 3.0 will be the application
used to transfer documents from
your computer to our server. In
effect, you will upload the docu-
ments into your account (folder)
on our server.
The process:
1) Fetch 3.0 should have been
downloaded, if it hasn’t do
so now. It’s FTP site can be
found on the list of  Software
Links on our Web site.
2) Open the application Fetch 3.0.
3) Open a new connection to the network for upload and download.
1. Choose Open Connection in the File Menu.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
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Figure. 3. Picture of Open Connection Dialog Box
(See Figure 3 on next page)
2 .H o s t : Input the FTP add ress of the remote FTP site. (Call to get the FTP add re s s )
3. User ID: Enter your username. (Call us to get your username)
4. Password: Enter your password. (Call us to get your password)
5. Directory: Enter path to go to a specific directory.
6.The above information will be provided when you call and set up an account on
our server.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
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If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
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Status
Figure. 4.
Basic Commands in Fetch
1) Double click fold-
ers to open direc-
tories and see file
listings.
2) Click and hold on
the pop-up direc-
tory bar to move
several directories.
3) Click once on a file
to select it. (Paper
icon with bent corner.)
4) Click automatic if you are not sure of the file type.Text will
transfer ascii text files with no formatting. Binary will transfer formatted text,
software, multimedia files.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
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Figure. 5.
Picture of Put file dialog box
5) Close Connection will end the session.
6) The status menu will show how big the file is and rate of transfer.
(See Figure 4.)
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
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Figure. 6.
Picture of type of
files dialog box
Upload: Put files from Mac to Network
1) Once connected, open the directory on the network computer where you want
to put the file (Your Company File).
2) Select mode of transfer. (Automatic)
3) Click Put File.
4) A dialog box with a list of files on the hard drive appears.
5) The pop-up menu above the listing allows selection of folders where files for
transfer are stored.
6) Click and hold on the pop-up menu to drag to the folder where file for transfer is
located.
7) Select the file and click Open.
8) Select the type of transfer (Text, Rawdata,Wrapped Text, MacBinaryII, Binhex,
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
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Apple Single) Use Binhex for transfer to our server.
o Text is used for html files and other plain text files.
o Rawdata is used for images to be displayed in webpages.
o MacBinary II and Binhex are encoding formats, requiring later decoding by such
programs as Stuffit Expander.
9) Click OK.
10) File name will appear in the directory list after transfer.
11) Close the connection and call to let us know that you placed a file in your folder
and you are finished.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Setting Up Your Connection
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Color Management
As was stated earlier it is necessary for you to purchase a Color Management Software
Package.There are many currently on the market and the following pages will give you
a list of suppliers.When choosing a package, be sure to select one that can create
customer input and output profiles, since you will need to make profiles for your scan-
ner and proofing device, and output those profiles to ICC format which ColorSync 2.0
supports. (For more information on ColorSync 2.0 and ICC profiles you will find a link
to the Apple’s ColorSync homepage on the ICC profile Links page of our web site).
Here at,World Wide Press,we are correctly creating profiles, of our Xiekon Press,
using ColorSynergy 1.0.When you purchase your software package and begin creating
your profiles follow the manufacturers specifications. Being that they are different for
each application if there are any questions at to settings to be used feel free to call us
at 716 XXX XXXX for any out of the ordinary specifications.
It is necessary for you to create an output profile of your proofing device and profiles
for each input device (scanner,digital camera, etc.). Our press profile can be down-
loaded from our web site on the ICC profile Links page.
If there are any question reguarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
Creating Custom Color Management
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List Of
Manufacturers
AGFA-GEVAERT N.V.
contact. Jef Mertens 
Septestraat 27 
2640 MORTSEL 
BELGIUM 
phone 32-3-444 3911 
fax 32-3-444 4240
Candela, Ltd 
1676 East Cliff Road 
Burnsville, MN 55337-1300 
AppleLink: CANDELA.LTD
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
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FotoTune 2.0 :Color Management Software including color profile
creation tools and PhotoShop plugins,Quark Xtensions, etc.
ColorSynergy is available exclusively from:The Color Partnership
@ 1-800-554- 8688.
ColorSynergy is a complete Color Management System (CMS) for
calibrating input,display and output devices,with or without color
measurement instruments. ColorSynergy makes ColorSync 2.0
ICC device and device link profiles as well as color rendering
dictionaries for Postscript Level 2,Adobe separation tables for
Photoshop and Candela ColorCircuits for profile compatibility on
other platforms.
ColorSynergy interfaces to all of the popular color instruments
from X-Rite,Gretag, Light Source and others.
Color Savvy Systems Incorporated 
7555 Rosewood Drive
Springboro, Ohio 45066 USA
Voice 1: 513 748 9160 
Voice 2:513 743 2276 
Voice 3: 513 748 2278 
Fax:513 748 9161 
AppleLink:EWA Internet:
70673.3310@compuserve.com
Color Solutions, Inc.
120 Birmingham Drive, Suite 210 
Encinitas, Ca 92007 
Tel:619-436-6593 
Fax: 619-436-6594 Internet:color-
blind@color.com 
Gretag 
Althardstrasse 70 
CH-8105 Regensdorf Zürich,
Switzerland 
(01) 842 11 11
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
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Color Savvy manufactures the ColorMouse™ desktop publishing
spectrophotometer; a low-cost, high-performance, reliable (no
moving parts) color measurement instrument using the patented
ColorSensor™.Color Savvy is also the developer of
ColorMouseTrap™ color pickup, creative color editing, and device
profiling software; ColorMouseTrap™ allows end-users to create
profiles for their own scanners,monitors, and printers in industr y
standard ICC, ColorSync 1.0.x,ColorSync 2.0, PostScript Level 2,
and Photoshop formats.
ColorBlind=81 System generates the following ICC profiles:
Scanner (RGB,CMYK) Monitor Printer (RGB, CMY, CMYK)
ColorBlind=81 Scan generates the following ICC profiles:Scanner
(RGB,CMYK)
Gretag manufacturers measurement devices for the graphic arts
industry.
KODAK Color Management
Systems 
164 Lexington Road 
Billerica,MA 01821-3984 
End Users 1800-75COLOR 
Developers (508) 670-6670
KODAK
Light Source, Inc.
17 East Sir Francis Drake
Boulevard
Suite 100 
Larkspur, CA 94939 
1-800-994-COLOR
Linotype-Hell Company
425 Oser Avenue 
Hauppauge, NY 11788 5
16-434-2000 
Contact: Frank Kupke
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
World Wide Press • 716 XXX XXXX
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Color Management Systems (CMS) is dedicated to providing accu-
rate and predictable color to both Macintosh and Windows users.
As a founding member of International Color Consortium (ICC),
KODAK Precision color management tools create high-quality,
ICC compatible input and output device profiles. KODAK
Precision color management tools are available to the end user
directly from KODAK CMS and through a growing group of appli-
cation and device vendors.
Colortron 32-band Digital Color Sensor for the accurate capture
and measurement of color, for use with all leading DTP applica-
tions.
PrintOpen ICC is software to generate output profiles in conjunc-
tion with a spectrophotometer.
ScanOpen ICC is software to generate scanner profiles in
conjunction with a IT8 target or Q60 target.
Linotype-Hell Company
(Continued)
LOGO GmbH 
Wilhelmsplatz 1 
Steinfurt,D-48565 
Germany
phone:+49/2551-2232 
fax:+49/2551-7524 
AppleLink:LOGO.GER 
100041.2610@compuserve.com
Pantone, Inc.
590 Commerce Blvd.
Carlstadt,NJ 07072
End Users:800-222-1149 
Software and Hardware
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MacCTU for NuBus hardware acceleration card for Macintosh to
speed up color transformation processes of ColorSync 2.0 and
LinoColor.
MacCTU for PCI hardware acceleration card for Macintosh to
speed up color transformation processes of ColorSync 2.0 and
LinoColor.
ProfileMaker Professional generates precise ICC scanner, monitor
and output profiles.The package includes all tools a professional
needs to work with ColorSync 2.0.
ProfileMaker light is a simple tool to generate ICC profiles with-
out measurement equipment.
Pantone provides color control solutions for both end users and
developers. PANTONE® ColorDrive™ is a ColorSync-compatible
software application that helps end users manage color palettes
for use in the leading DTP applications. Pantone also provides
technology to software developers to help them manage color as
Developers: 201-935-5500 
AppleLink:Pantone.Mkt 
CompuServe: 76666,3070
Sonnetech, Ltd.
350 Townsend Street,Suite 409 
San Francisco, CA 94107
Tel:415-957-9941 
FAX: 415-957-9942
email:Colorific@aol.com
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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well as offering services to color output device developers for the
creation of custom lookup tables and ICC profiles.
Colorific Color Management for Monitors
Colorific is a monitor characterization utility that leads the user
through a simple process of point-and-click to generate an
extremely accurate monitor profile. Colorific upgrades end-users'
systems to ColorSync 2.0 and the LaserWriter 8.3 (ColorSync
2.0-compatible) printer driver to enable users to immediately
attain Apple's highest level of screen-to-printer color matching.
According to MacWorld,with Colorific, "Colors are a surprisingly
good match...just the thing for overhead transparencies, color
copies, and other office work;" and "brings the capabilities of
expensive colorimeters and software color management systems
to small businesses and home offices," according to Publish maga-
zine.
X-Rite, Inc.
3100 44th St,S.W.
Grandville, MI 49418 
616-534-7663
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Digital Swatchbook spectrophotometer and color matching pack-
age for measuring colors from reflective objects.
Monitor Optimizer is a four-band colorimeter and software pack-
age for creating ColorSync 2.0 & ICC monitor profiles.
Building files:
Scanning:
Scanning is not limited to any particular application or scanner, you are safe to use
any input device as long as you have created a profile for the equipment you will be
using.
• Image capture resolution should adhere to the following rule:
This may give you more data than is necessary, which results in longer processing and
RIP time, but should provide the best overall quality results.
DPI (or PPI) = 2 (quality factor) x Screen Ruling (LPI) x Magnification (%)
• Images should always be scanned the same way that the scanner profile was
made. Use the exact same settings. If you don’t, you will get a surprise, possibly
resulting in unnecessary image degradation, distortion, or color shifts.
• DO NOT MAKE ANY EDITORIAL CHANGES TO THE IMAGE. If you determine
that you must, make sure you use the color management system to transform
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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your images from your scanner color space to your monitor space first, then
make corrections, and finally output them to your printers or proofers color
space. (It is most desirable that you don’t make any editorial changes at all, this way you
can go directly from input to output and you haven’t altered any of the images original
integrity).
• Finally, save each image as a TIFF file and import it into Quark. Use TIFF because
currently it is the only file format that is supported by ColorSync 2.0 and the
Helios Quark XPress Xtension.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Quark XPress Xtension
In order to use ColorSync 2.0 with Quark XPress 3.3, it is necessary to buy an
Xtension from European Mikrograph, called the HELIOS ColorSync 2.0 Xtension.
Their address and phone number :
European Mikrograph
Scotts Valley, CA
Phone: 408–461–6061
Fax:408–461–6056
http://www.helios.com
This extension allows users the ability to match composed Quark XPress documents
for the printer, monitor, or to simulate printing on a proofing device. It uses ICC
profiles and Apple’s ColorSync 2.0 to achieve better quality printouts, by moving the
effort of color management from the scanner into the printing application, Quark
XPress.This Xtension takes care of separations and gamut mapping by utilizing the
color information contained within each of the ICC profiles.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Building a page in Quark XPress:
The building of Quark XPress pages is no different than how it is specified in
Quark XPress Manual. If further assistance is needed or there are any questions
on how to build a page using Quark XPress consult your Quark XPress Manual.
(Reference the Target Market section of this site for downloadable Quark XPress
templates).
Using The Helios ColorSync 2.0 Xtension:
For the installation and various uses of the Helios Xtension you should consult
the User Manual that accompanied the application.
Pay particular attention to the following sections:
Supported File Formats, Defining Quark Lab colors, Defining Quark Pantone
colors, Matching Images, Matching Documents for a Printer, Matching
Documents for a Proof Printer.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Printing to a Proofing Device:
When your document is ready to be proofed. Follow the directions in the Helios
ColorSync 2.0 Xtension Manual, under the section Matching Documents for a Proof
Printer.
Under  Utilities: Select the ColorSync 2.0  extension:
(This following section is in the Helios user manual: Matching Documents for a
Printer)
1. Matching Setup: for screen and Printer.
2. Printer Profile: Xiekon profile (downloaded from our site)
3. Proof Profile:Your Internal Proofing Device.
4. CMYK colors profile: SWOP
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Saving to a PostScript file:
Creating PostScript Files
After the page layout is complete, the next step is to create a PostScript file from
the document. If this step is done correctly the problems of not having the
correct fonts or missing images will not be a problem when sending the docu-
ment.
To create a PostScript file from a Quark document that Acrobat
Distiller will be able to read, follow these steps:
Go to the Chooser and select a Laserwriter8 Driver.
Under  Utilities: Select the ColorSync 2.0  extension:
(This following section is in the Helios user manual: Matching Documents for a
Printer)
1. Matching Setup: for screen and Printer.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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2. Printer Profile: Xiekon profile. (Downloaded from our site).
3. Proof Profile: None.
4. CMYK colors profile: SWOP
Choose file: Page Setup. (See figure. 7.)
1. Make sure the Layout option is at 1 up.
2. Make sure the Reduction or Enlargement is at 100%.This percentage can
change when reductions are made to the document for printing to a
smaller format printer.
3. Printer Type should be Adobe Acrobat Distiller.
4. Resolution can be left at its default setting.
(Distiller will strip this information out of the document anyway).
5. Data format should be set to Binary.This will create smaller files.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Default
To page
size
ure. 7.
6. Halftone setting can be left at its default.
(Distiller will strip this information out of the document anyway).
7. “Use PDF Screens Values” should be turned off.
8. Set Paper Offset to 0 inches.
9. Set Paper Width to the paper size.
10. Set Page Gap to 0 inches.
11. The Options window within the Page Setup window gives many more
options to consider. Make sure all options here are turned off. Doing 
otherwise will cause undesirable effects in the PDF document.
(See Figure. 8.)
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Figure. 8.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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After making sure the Page Setup is correct go to the Print menu.
Follow these steps:
Choose File: Print. (See Figure. 9.)
1. Choose the page to save as PostScript file.
2. Change the Destination to File (the Print button will change to a Save
button).
3. Depending on the design, turn the Spreads option off.
4. Turn off Separations.
5. Turn off Registration.
6. Turn off “Include Blank Pages.”
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Figure. 9.
7. Make sure “Include Images” is turned on.
Click on the Options menu:
8. Click no Cover Page. (See Figure. 10.)
9. Make sure that the “Print” option is set for “ColorSync Matching” and The
correct device is chosen. (When RIPing to a PostScript file choose 
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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ure. 10.
the Xeikon profile).
10. Make sure that the “PostScript Errors” option is set for “Summarize on
Screen.” With this option checked some PostScript errors will be flagged
before they get to the Distiller.
11 Click Ok.
13. Click Save.
Clicking Save brings up brings up another window. Follow these steps.
(See Figure. 10.)
1. Click Binary format.This will make the PostScript files smaller than if they
were saved as ASCII files. Note: the binary format does not allow for easy
editing of PostScript files in a text editor.
2. Click PS Level 2 if the files are to be imaged on a level 2 PostScript device.
If not, choose level 1.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Figure. 11.
3. Choose Include all fonts.This will put all the font information necessary for
the Distiller process.
4. Choose Format: PostScript Job.
5. Click Save.
The Macintosh will appear to be printing the document to a printer.Actually it is
creating a PostScript file and saving it to disk. Quark creates a PostScript file
every time it prints; but in this case, the output is an electronic file not a hard-
copy.This file is ready to be brought to the Distiller.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Creating an Acrobat File:
Using Distiller to Distill a PostScript File into PDF Format:
After a PostScript file is created, bring it into Acrobat Distiller for further
processing.The Distiller must now be configured to properly distill PostScript
files.
Important:
Before opening Distiller we must alter it’s initializing process so that the presepa-
rated CMYK images in our documents will stay in CMYK format. If this is not
done then the images, by default, will be converted back to RGB by Distiller and
none of the color management attributes will be applied.
1. In the Acrobat Application folder find the “Start up” folder.
2. Inside that “Start up” folder you will find a file called: Example.ps.
3. Before we alter it’s contents, make a backup copy of it
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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4. Open the Example.ps file with a text editor, such as SimpleText.
5. Scroll through the document until you find the section on Converting
CMYK images to RGB.
6. Delete the % sign before the line that reads:
<<
/ConvertCMYKImagesToRGB
false >> setdistillerparams
7. Save the document.
Now open the Application: Distiller
Choose Distiller: Font Embedding.
1. Pay particular attention to
the Font Embedding option.
Make sure “Embed All Fonts”
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Figure. 12. Distiller Dialogue Box.
is checked. Having
this option
checked will
ensure true font
fidelity when the
document is
viewed or printed
from another
computer.This
option makes PDF
files larger.
2. Click Ok.
Choose Distiller: Job
Options.
1. Use the settings
shown in this window to produce the correct results.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Figure. 13. Distiller Job Options
2. Click OK.
3. Open the PostScript file you saved previously.
4. Click OK. Save it as a PDF file.
5. Click OK. Let Distiller run its course. Reference the Distiller Manual if any
errors occur.
See the next page for an explanation of compression.
If there are any question reguarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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An Explanation of Compression
Acrobat Distiller allows the compression of high resolution color, black and white
and monochrome (bit-mapped) images.This compression (or file size reduction) is
done through either JPEG, LZW, CCITT Group 3 compression, and/or down
sampling.
Within the Job Options there are four categories: General, Color Images,
Grayscale Images, and Monochrome Images.
In the General category the following options are present: Compress (LZW) text
and graphics, Generate Thumbnails,ASCII Format, and Make Font Subsets.The
following is an explanation of each option:
As noted on the previous page we will be using LZW compression for all of our
text and graphics. Since it is a lossless compression we will not lose any of the
original information contained in the documents and images. (We will not lose any
of the ColorSync Profile information).
The following information is a brief description of each compression type.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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General Compress (LZW) text and graphics:
This option allows the compression of all text contained in the PostScript file and
soon to be PDF file. LZW compression is a lossless compression which is impor-
tant for compressing text. Choosing this option will also compress all images that
are not bitmaps.Vector based images are in this category.
Generate Thumbnails:
This option will embed small thumbnail views of each page contained in the PDF
file. Keep in mind that having this option checked will make the PDF file size
larger.
ASCII Format 
To be able to edit a portion of the text contained in the PDF file this option
should be chosen.This option makes portions of the PDF file editable in a word
processor. Having this option unchecked produces a smaller file that is written in
binary code. If the file has text compression applied to it, editing text is impossi-
ble.
Make Font Subsets:
This option tells the distiller to embed font information for those specific charac-
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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ters that are used in the PostScript file being processed. It will only embed font
information for those characters used in the document.This is another file size
reducer.
Color Images
Downsample to ____ dpi:
This option allows users to downsample the dpi of raster images contained in the
PostScript file. Downsampling images will have undesirable effects when
outputting these files to a high resolution imaging device.Although this is a
definite file size reducer, for pre-press purposes DO NOT DOWNSAMPLE
images.
Compression:
There are five levels of JPEG compression available within the Color Images cate-
gory.The options range from high to low.The following options produce favor-
able results: JPEG High, JPEG Medium Low, and LZW.
Grayscale Images
Downsample to ____ dpi:
This option allows users to downsample the dpi of raster images contained in the
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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PostScript file. Downsampling images will have undesirable effects when
outputting these files to a high resolution plotting device.Although this is a
definite file size reducer, for pre-press purposes DO NOT DOWNSAMPLE
images.
Compression:
There are five levels of JPEG compression available with-in the Grayscale Images
category.The options range from high to low. LZW produces favorable results.
Monochrome Images
Downsample to ____ dpi:
This option allows users to downsample the dpi of bitmapped images contained
in the PostScript file . Downsampling images will have undesirable affects when
outputting these files to a high resolution imaging device.Although this is a
definite file size reducer, for pre-press purposes DO NOT DOWNSAMPLE
images. For linework, images should be scanned at a resolution of at least 600 dpi.
Compression:
There are four types of compression available within the Monochrome Images
category.The options range from CCITT Group 3, CCITT Group 4, LZW, and
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Run Length.All four of these compressions are lossless.
CCITT Group 3—Used by most fax machines to com-press black-and-white
bitmap images.
CCITT Group 4—Produces good compression for most types of monochrome
images.
LZW—Best when used with images that have repeating patterns.
Run Length—Best when used with images that have a large black or white area.
Checking the Acrobat PDF File using Exchange:
Acrobat Exchange can be used to preview and output files to a laser printer or
proofer.There are major differences between Acrobat Exchange and Acrobat
Reader. Exchange can set security preferences, interactivity, and expand its capabil-
ities with plug-ins.The Reader does not have those capabilities.The Reader can
only view and print documents.There is no Save function in Acrobat Reader.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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Final Steps:
You have successfully created a PDF document ready for out put on the Xiekon
Press at World Wide Press. Before you send us the file , please call and tell us that
you are uploading to our server and give us the name of the file(s) and the sepci-
fication of the job.
Uploading Documents:
Please reference the Setting Up Your Connection Section: Fetch 3.0 (page )
of this manual for instruction on how to upload a file to an account on our
server.
If there are any question regarding any of the following information please feel free to call us at:
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The Section on building postscript files from Quark and converting
them to PDF file format was referenced from:
Conroy,Tim. An Investigation into the Distribution of Portable Documents In a Prepress
Environment. Masters Thesis, Rochester Institute of Technology, 1995.
Bienz,Tim. and Richard Cohn, Portable Document Format Reference Manual. (New
York:Addison-Wesley, 1993).
Christmann, Roy. Acrobat 2.1 Your Personal Consultant, CA ;Ziff-Davis, 1995.
The Section on Fetch file transfer was referenced from:
“Fetch: Internet File Transfer Software for Macintosh,” RIT Start Documents: Internet
Tutorials and Documentation. Http://wally.rit.edu/depts/via/viainfo/fetch2.html
Other references:
HELIOS Software GmbH. (1995). ColorSync 2 Xtension Manual. Hannover, Germany.
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Appendix C
Printout of the Downloadable Suppliers.pdf PDF Document. 
(Found on the ICC Profiles Page of the Web Site)
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Appendix D
Black & White Printout of the Downloadable Qu a rk X Press Te m p l a t e s.
(From the Target Markets -Real Estate Marketing Page of the Web Site) 
All printed at 90% except the Fact Sheet which was printed at 75%.
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Appendix E
Black & White Printout of the Final Documents. 
All printed at 90% except the Fact Sheet which was printed at 75%.
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Appendix F
Printout of the CGI Code used to Return the 
Hypertext Form to an Email Account. 
#!/usr/local/bin/perl
################################################################
##############
# FormMail Version 1.5 #
# Copyright 1996 Matt Wright mattw@misha.net #
# Created 6/9/95                Last Modified 2/5/96 #
# Scripts Archive at: http://www.worldwidemart.com/scripts/ #
################################################################
##############
# COPYRIGHT NOTICE                                                           #
# Copyright 1996 Matthew M. Wright  All Rights Reserved.                     #
#                                                                            #
# FormMail may be used and modified free of charge by anyone so long as this
#
# copyright notice and the comments above remain intact.  By using this      #
# code you agree to indemnify Matthew M. Wright from any liability that      #  
# might arise from it’s use.                                                 #  
# #
# Selling the code for this program without prior written consent is         #
# expressly forbidden.  In other words, please ask first before you try and  #
# make money off of my program. #
################################################################
##############
# Define Variables 
# Detailed Information Found In README File.
# $mailprog defines the location of your sendmail program on your unix 
# system.
$mailprog = ‘/usr/lib/sendmail’;
# @referers allows forms to be located only on servers which are defined 
# in this field.  This fixes a security hole in the last version which 
# allowed anyone on any server to use your FormMail script.
@referers = (‘www.isc.rit.edu’,’www.rit.edu’,’rit.com’,’129.21.4.12’);
# Done
################################################################
#############
# Check Referring URL
&check_url;
# Retrieve Date
&get_date;
# Parse Form Contents
&parse_form;
# Check Required Fields
&check_required;
# Return HTML Page or Redirect User
&return_html;
# Send E-Mail
&send_mail;
sub check_url {
if ($ENV{‘HTTP_REFERER’}) {
foreach $referer (@referers) {
if ($ENV{‘HTTP_REFERER’} =~ /$referer/i) {
$check_referer = ‘1’;
last;
}
}
}
else {
$check_referer = ‘1’;
}
if ($check_referer != 1) {
&error(‘bad_referer’);
}
}
sub get_date {
@days =
(‘Sunday’,’Monday’,’Tuesday’,’Wednesday’,’Thursday’,’Friday’,’Saturday’);
@months = (‘January’,’February’,’March’,’April’,’May’,’June’,’July’,
‘August’,’September’,’October’,’November’,’December’);
($sec,$min,$hour,$mday,$mon,$year,$wday,$yday,$isdst) = localtime(time);
if ($hour < 10) { $hour = “0$hour”; }
if ($min < 10) { $min = “0$min”; }
if ($sec < 10) { $sec = “0$sec”; }
$date = “$days[$wday], $months[$mon] $mday, 19$year at
$hour\:$min\:$sec”;
}
sub parse_form {
if ($ENV{‘REQUEST_METHOD’} eq ‘GET’) {
# Split the name-value pairs
@pairs = split(/&/, $ENV{‘QUERY_STRING’});
}
elsif ($ENV{‘REQUEST_METHOD’} eq ‘POST’) {
# Get the input
read(STDIN, $buffer, $ENV{‘CONTENT_LENGTH’});
# Split the name-value pairs
@pairs = split(/&/, $buffer);
}
else {
&error(‘request_method’);
}
foreach $pair (@pairs) {
($name, $value) = split(/=/, $pair);
$name =~ tr/+/ /;
$name =~ s/%([a-fA-F0-9][a-fA-F0-9])/pack(“C”, hex($1))/eg;
$value =~ tr/+/ /;
$value =~ s/%([a-fA-F0-9][a-fA-F0-9])/pack(“C”, hex($1))/eg;
# If they try to include server side includes, erase them, so they
# arent a security risk if the html gets returned.  Another 
# security hole plugged up.
$value =~ s/<!—(.|\n)*—>//g;
# Create two associative arrays here.  One is a configuration array
# which includes all fields that this form recognizes.  The other
# is for fields which the form does not recognize and will report 
# back to the user in the html return page and the e-mail message.
# Also determine required fields.
if ($name eq ‘recipient’ ||
$name eq ‘subject’ ||
$name eq ‘email’ ||
$name eq ‘realname’ ||
$name eq ‘redirect’ ||
$name eq ‘bgcolor ’ ||
$name eq ‘background’ ||
$name eq ‘link_color ’ ||
$name eq ‘vlink_color ’ ||
$name eq ‘text_color ’ ||
$name eq ‘alink_color ’ ||
$name eq ‘title’ ||
$name eq ‘sort’ ||
$name eq ‘print_config’ ||
$name eq ‘return_link_title’ ||
$name eq ‘return_link_url’ && ($value)) {
$CONFIG{$name} = $value;
}
elsif ($name eq ‘required’) {
@required = split(/,/,$value);
}
elsif ($name eq ‘env_report’) {
@env_report = split(/,/,$value);
}
else {
if ($FORM{$name} && ($value)) {
$FORM{$name} = “$FORM{$name}, $value”;
}
elsif ($value) {
$FORM{$name} = $value;
}
}
}
}sub check_required {
foreach $require (@required) {
if ($require eq ‘recipient’ ||
$require eq ‘subject’ ||
$require eq ‘email’ ||
$require eq ‘realname’ ||
$require eq ‘redirect’ ||
$require eq ‘bgcolor’ ||
$require eq ‘background’ ||
$require eq ‘link_color ’ ||
$require eq ‘vlink_color ’ ||
$require eq ‘alink_color’ ||
$require eq ‘text_color ’ ||
$require eq ‘sort’ ||
$require eq ‘title’ ||
$require eq ‘print_config’ ||
$require eq ‘return_link_title’ ||
$require eq ‘return_link_url’) {
if (!($CONFIG{$require}) || $CONFIG{$require} eq ‘ ‘) {
push(@ERROR,$require);
}
}
elsif (!($FORM{$require}) || $FORM{$require} eq ‘ ‘) {
push(@ERROR,$require);
}
}
if (@ERROR) {
&error(‘missing_fields’, @ERROR);
}
}
sub return_html {
if ($CONFIG{‘redirect’} =~ /http\:\/\/.*\..*/) {
# If the redirect option of the form contains a valid url,
# print the redirectional location header.
print “Location: $CONFIG{‘redirect’}\n\n”;
}
else {
print “Content-type: text/html\n\n”;
print “<html>\n <head>\n”;
# Print out title of page
if ($CONFIG{‘title’}) {
print “  <title>$CONFIG{‘title’}</title>\n”;
}
else {
print “  <title>Thank You</title>\n”;
}
print “ </head>\n <body”;
# Get Body Tag Attributes
&body_attributes;
# Close Body Tag
print “>\n  <center>\n”;
if ($CONFIG{‘title’}) {
print “   <h1>$CONFIG{‘title’}</h1>\n”;
}
else {
print “   <h1>Thank You For Filling Out This Form</h1>\n”;
}
print “</center>\n”;
print “Below is what you submitted to $CONFIG{‘recipient’} on “;
print “$date<p><hr size=7 width=75\%><p>\n”;
if ($CONFIG{‘sort’} eq ‘alphabetic’) {
foreach $key (sort keys %FORM) {
# Print the name and value pairs in FORM array to html.
print “<b>$key:</b> $FORM{$key}<p>\n”;
}
}
elsif ($CONFIG{‘sort’} =~ /^order:.*,.*/) {
$sort_order = $CONFIG{‘sort’};
$sort_order =~ s/order://;
@sorted_fields = split(/,/, $sort_order);
foreach $sorted_field (@sorted_fields) {
# Print the name and value pairs in FORM array to html.
if ($FORM{$sorted_field}) {
print “<b>$sorted_field:</b> $FORM{$sorted_field}<p>\n”;
}
}
}
else {
foreach $key (keys %FORM) {
# Print the name and value pairs in FORM array to html.
print “<b>$key:</b> $FORM{$key}<p>\n”;
}
}
print “<p><hr size=7 width=75%><p>\n”;
# Check for a Return Link
if ($CONFIG{‘return_link_url’} =~ /http\:\/\/.*\..*/ &&
$CONFIG{‘return_link_title’}) {
print “<ul>\n”;
print “<li><a
href=\”$CONFIG{‘return_link_url’}\”>$CONFIG{‘return_link_title’}</a>\n”;
print “</ul>\n”;
}
print “<a
href=\”http://www.worldwidemart.com/scripts/formmail.shtml\”>FormMail</a>
Created by Matt Wright and can be found at <a href=\”http://www.worldwide-
mart.com/scripts/\”>Matt’s Script Archive</a>.\n”;
print “</body>\n</html>”;
}
}
sub send_mail {
# Open The Mail Program
open(MAIL,”|$mailprog -t”);
print MAIL “To: $CONFIG{‘recipient’}\n”;
print MAIL “From: $CONFIG{‘email’} ($CONFIG{‘realname’})\n”;
# Check for Message Subject
if ($CONFIG{‘subject’}) {
print MAIL “Subject: $CONFIG{‘subject’}\n\n”;
}
else {
print MAIL “Subject: WWW Form Submission\n\n”;
}
print MAIL “Below is the result of your feedback form.  It was “;
print MAIL “submitted by $CONFIG{‘realname’} ($CONFIG{‘email’}) on “;
print MAIL “$date\n”;
print MAIL “—————————————————————————————
————————-\n\n”;
if ($CONFIG{‘print_config’}) {
@print_config = split(/,/,$CONFIG{‘print_config’});
foreach $print_config (@print_config) {
if ($CONFIG{$print_config}) {
print MAIL “$print_config: $CONFIG{$print_config}\n\n”;
}
}
}
if ($CONFIG{‘sort’} eq ‘alphabetic’) {
foreach $key (sort keys %FORM) {
# Print the name and value pairs in FORM array to mail.
print MAIL “$key: $FORM{$key}\n\n”;
}
}
elsif ($CONFIG{‘sort’} =~ /^order:.*,.*/) {
$CONFIG{‘sort’} =~ s/order://;
@sorted_fields = split(/,/, $CONFIG{‘sort’});
foreach $sorted_field (@sorted_fields) {
# Print the name and value pairs in FORM array to mail.
if ($FORM{$sorted_field}) {
print MAIL “$sorted_field: $FORM{$sorted_field}\n\n”;
}
}
}
else {
foreach $key (keys %FORM) {
# Print the name and value pairs in FORM array to html.
print MAIL “$key: $FORM{$key}\n\n”;
}
}
print MAIL “—————————————————————————————
————————-\n”;
# Send Any Environment Variables To Recipient.
foreach $env_report (@env_report) {
print MAIL “$env_report: $ENV{$env_report}\n”;
}
close (MAIL);
}
sub error {
($error,@error_fields) = @_;
print “Content-type: text/html\n\n”;
if ($error eq ‘bad_referer’) {
print “<html>\n <head>\n  <title>Bad Referrer - Access Denied</title>\n
</head>\n”;
print “ <body>\n  <center>\n   <h1>Bad Referrer - Access Denied</h1>\n
</center>\n”;
print “The form that is trying to use this <a href=\”http://www.worldwide-
mart.com/scripts/\”>FormMail Program</a>\n”;
print “resides at: $ENV{‘HTTP_REFERER’}, which is not allowed to access
this cgi script.<p>\n”;
print “Sorry!\n”;
print “</body></html>\n”;
}
elsif ($error eq ‘request_method’) {
print “<html>\n <head>\n  <title>Error: Request Method</title>\n </head>\n”;
print “</head>\n <body”;
# Get Body Tag Attributes
&body_attributes;
# Close Body Tag
print “>\n <center>\n\n”;
print “   <h1>Error: Request Method</h1>\n  </center>\n\n”;
print “The Request Method of the Form you submitted did not match\n”;
print “either GET or POST.  Please check the form, and make sure the\n”;
print “method= statement is in upper case and matches GET or POST.\n”;
print “<p><hr size=7 width=75%><p>\n”;
print “<ul>\n”;
print “<li><a href=\”$ENV{‘HTTP_REFERER’}\”>Back to the Submission
Form</a>\n”;
print “</ul>\n”;
print “</body></html>\n”;
}
elsif ($error eq ‘missing_fields’) {
print “<html>\n <head>\n  <title>Error: Blank Fields</title>\n </head>\n”;
print “ </head>\n <body”;
# Get Body Tag Attributes
&body_attributes;
# Close Body Tag
print “>\n  <center>\n”;
print “   <h1>Error: Blank Fields</h1>\n\n”;
print “The following fields were left blank in your submission form:<p>\n”;
# Print Out Missing Fields in a List.
print “<ul>\n”;
foreach $missing_field (@error_fields) {
print “<li>$missing_field\n”;
}
print “</ul>\n”;
# Provide Explanation for Error and Offer Link Back to Form.
print “<p><hr size=7 width=75\%><p>\n”;
print “These fields must be filled out before you can successfully submit\n”;
print “the form.  Please return to the <a
href=\”$ENV{‘HTTP_REFERER’}\”>Fill Out Form</a> and try again.\n”;
print “</body></html>\n”;
}
exit;
}
sub body_attributes {
# Check for Background Color
if ($CONFIG{‘bgcolor’}) {
print “ bgcolor=\”$CONFIG{‘bgcolor’}\””;
}
# Check for Background Image
if ($CONFIG{‘background’} =~ /http\:\/\/.*\..*/) {
print “ background=\”$CONFIG{‘background’}\””;
}
# Check for Link Color
if ($CONFIG{‘link_color’}) {
print “ link=\”$CONFIG{‘link_color’}\””;
}
# Check for Visited Link Color
if ($CONFIG{‘vlink_color’}) {   
print “ vlink=\”$CONFIG{‘vlink_color’}\””;
}
# Check for Active Link Color
if ($CONFIG{‘alink_color’}) {
print “ alink=\”$CONFIG{‘alink_color’}\””;
}
# Check for Body Text Color
if ($CONFIG{‘text_color’}) {
print “ text=\”$CONFIG{‘text_color’}\””;
}
}
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Appendix G
Printout of the Information Returned to an Email Account
(Based on the Code from Appendix F) 
Message NEWMAIL 1                                        11-JUN-1996 00:44:59.98
From: RJR9119@ritvax.isc.rit.edu ()
Subject: WWW Form Submission
To: rjr9119@ritvax.isc.rit.edu
Below is the result of your feedback form.  It was submitted by
(RJR9119@RIT.ED
U) on Tuesday, June 11, 1996 at 00:48:12
———————————————————————————————————
——-
FName: James
LName: Recene
Company: This is a Test
address: 142 Trout Brook Road
city: Rochester
state: NY
zip: 14623
country: USA
phone: 716-xxx-xxxx
fax: 716-xxx-xxxx
ACCOUNT TYPE: WWP Account
job_In: 9/5/96
job_Due: 9/8/96
File-1: Business Card.PDF
Copies: 200
Originals: 1
Brief Description File-1:: 1 pg 1 side. 4/0c. I need 200 copies. Page is 10 up f
or a total of 2000 cards.
To be cut down by you.
File-2: Folded Cards.PDF
Copies2: 100
Originals2: 2
Brief Description File 2:: Doc is 2 pages- that back up- 1 side. 4/4c. I need 10
0 copies. Doc is 4 up for a total of 400 cards.
Need you to cut & fold.
File-3: Small Post.PDF
Copies3: 200
Originals3: 1
Brief Description File 3:: Doc is 2 pages- that back up- 1 side. 4/4c. I need 20
0 copies. Doc is 2 up for a total of 400 cards.
Need you to cut.
File-4: N/A
Copies4: N/A
Originals4: N/A
Brief Description File 4:: N/A
Stock_paper: 190GSM 4CC: approx. 70 lb Cover
Imposition: OTHER, see special instructions
Cover_stock: None
Finishing options: OTHER, see special instructions
Bindery_Instr/Color(s): See instructions for each file.
Operating_system: MAC
Document_type: Quark XPress
Will_come_via: Upload to FTP
Compressed_how: Adobe Acrobat-LZW
Shipping Information: Same as above
Special_Instructions: Shipping- all to above company address.
Please reply with final quote by 8/20/96.
———————————————————————————————————
——-
EMAIL> 
